what material should I use as a filter?

Chiffon and silk can provide a layer of electrostatic filtration in addition to the mechanical filtration provided by the two layers of high-density quilter's cotton. These materials can be washed and reused.

*Note: Fit is critical, making every filtration layer more effective. Your Tokki X Gravitas mask is made with 6-piece fitted construction with two layers of high density quilter's cotton in order to maximize the filtration provided by your mask.

print this template at 100%

1. cut out the template filter along the dotted line
2. trace shape on a filter material with pen or chalk
3. cut the filter material
4. insert mask into filter pocket

print this template at 100% scale

filter templates
**how to use filter with fitted mask**

1. Cut out the filter using the template along the dotted line.
2. Find the insert pocket on the backside of mask.
3. Insert your filter into pocket. Smooth it out to lie flat.
4. Hook around ears, place over nose and mouth. Or tie at back of head. For added safety, you can use double sided tape on your nose.